
Radiation free 
sleep
Effective protection against radiation for a  
rejuvenating sleep



How much radiation  
can you tolerate?

Healthy sleep is vitally important. People who sleep well 

fight disease more effectively and replenish their energy 

reserves overnight.

In modern life we are exposed in our sleeping and living 

room areas to a multitude of radiation sources. These 

contributing factors are inside and outside the home. This 

radiation is invisible, but it affects our body functions in a 

significant way.

Are you suffering from tiredness, nervousness, tinnitus, 

dizziness, headaches, anxiety, heart problems, high blood 

pressure or fertility issues? The lack of effective regenerative 

sleep and radiation exposure in the bedroom may be the 

cause of this and many other health conditions like exhaus

tion, depression and physical illnesses. 

What radiation sources are 
disturbing your sleep?

Electromagnetic radiation:
Internal wiring, mobile phone towers, transmitters, smart 

meters, electrical appliances, wireless technology, TV and 

Radio signals penetrating the room.

Natural radiation:
Tectonic disturbances, fault lines, grid lines and water veins 

under the home.
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Get your home  
checked for radiation!

A Geovital home assessment will reveal to you the radiation 

burdens present in your living and sleeping areas which 

affect your wellbeing. Based on many years of experience in 

Building Geobiology our trained consultants will give you a 

clear insight into your home health. 

Regain your rejuvenating sleep 
The goal of the bedroom assessment is to reveal sources of 

radiation. Then develop a strategy to effectively protect you 

and your family’s bedrooms against radiation. You are given 

concrete solutions with which a more restful, effective and 

healthier sleep can be obtained. 
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For your bedroom assessment 

please plan for a timeframe of  

2 to 3 hours. 



Best value  
for your health

For the unrelenting assault of electronic pollution we have 

available straight forward, verifiable shielding and eliminat

ion solutions. Your Geovital consultant will gladly educate 

you about the materials suitable for your situation and 

how they are correctly utilised. Whilst many manufacturers 

and service providers can only relate to lab test reports, 

we know what actually works for your health in a practical 

sense. As Academy for Radiation Protection we only work 
with measureable and verifiable solutions!

Shielding Paint
Your radiation free haven thru wall to wall protection. This 

is achieved by creating a highly electrically conductive layer 

which deflects or leads away radiation. This special paint with 

its graphite base can simply be wallpapered or painted over. 

Shielding Mats
In existing homes this radiation protection can be applied 

in minimal time without much difficulty. Optimally radiation 

protection is incorporated into the flooring during home con

struction. Also existing homes can be protected thoroughly 

from undesirable natural influences. Geovital has over 30 

year’s experience with reliable results for protection of an 

entire home or bedroom.

Shielding Fabric
With this semitransparent curtain material we can provide 

effective protection against high frequency electromagnetic 

radiation. As curtains or bed canopies this fabric is ideal due 

to its high air and light permeability. 

 Would you like to know more? Contact us and organise   

 an appointment with a Geovital consultant close to you. 



“At first I was sceptical when my wife came to me with the 
idea of a bedroom assessment. But what I really liked, was 
that the consultant from Geovital Academy allowed US to take 
measurements and do tests. At the same time he explained the 
results. This gave me a completely new insight.
 
Today, four years later, I would not want to give up the shield
ing we put in place for anything in the world!
Through this, many aches and pains have disappeared and we 

have gained the everyday quality of life 
the way we had always  

imagined it would be. 

With a clear conscious 
we say today that 
WE did something 
for US!”



Exciting testimonials on the subject of radiation 
free living can be found on the internet:
www.geovital.com.au
www.geovital.co.nz
www.geovital.com

If you have questions, please call us:


